Fractional Brownian motion can be represented as an integral of a deterministic kernel w.r.t. an ordinary Brownian motion either on infinite or compact interval. In previous literature fractional Lévy processes are defined by integrating the infinite interval kernel w.r.t. a general Lévy process. In this article we define fractional Lévy processes using the compact interval representation.
Introduction
Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) has become very important tool in modern probability and statistical modeling. Fractional Brownian motion is defined as a Gaussian process with certain covariance structure. Besides of this definition, fBm could be represented equivalently as an integral of a deterministic kernel with respect to an ordinary Brownian motion. In fact, there exist at least two such kernels: Mandelbrot-Van Ness kernel that has infinite support and compactly supported Molchan-Golosov kernel.
Fractional Brownian motion allows to model dependency because of its covariance structure. Hence it is a popular model in many applications. There is one parameter, namely Hurst parameter H that describes the whole dependence structure. For Hurst parameter H > the increments are independent i.e. we come to the ordinary Brownian motion case. Of course, fBm has also several other properties such as self-similarity and stationarity of increments. Despite of all these properties, fBm is neither semimartingale nor Markov process (excluding the Brownian motion case H = 1 2 ). If one is interested in fBm because of its correlation structure, one might not need exactly fBm but just some process with the same covariance structure. The law of a Gaussian process is determined uniquely by its second order structure. However, if we drop the assumption of Gaussianity, then the covariance structure does not determine the law uniquely. Thus, there are several possible ways to generalize fractional Brownian motion to the case of fractional Lévy processes. By choosing different ways of generalization, we preserve different properties of fBm.
In this paper we define fractional Lévy processes by two different integral transformations. This means basically that we take the integral representation of fractional Brownian motion with respect to an ordinary Brownian motion and replace the driving Brownian motion with a general square integrable Lévy process. The processes that we will end up with, share the covariance structure of fractional Brownian motion. However, these processes could be more flexible in modeling than fractional Brownian motion, since the driving Lévy noise is more general than the Gaussian one. For example, we might be able to capture such a phenomenon as a shock in the stock market (jump of the driving Lévy process) that affects the market with delay and has some long term impacts. The applications in different fields of science might also be possible.
Fractional Lévy processes by Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation were first defined by [1] . The theory was developed further by [2] . Molchan-Golosov transformation has been used in fractional Lévy process setting for defining fractional subordinators in [3] . The general definition for fractional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov transformation is new to the best of our knowledge.
There are also several other related concepts in the literature. One of the best known are fractional stable motions, see [4] . However, fractional stable motions are not fractional Lévy processes in the sense that they would share the covariance structure of fBm.
Preliminaries
Let (Ω, F , (F t ) t∈R , P) denote a fixed filtered probability space.
Definition and some properties of fBm
Definition 2.1 (Fractional Brownian motion). Let H ∈ (0, 1). Fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H is a zero mean Gaussian process B H with covariance
Besides of this definition, we can represent fractional Brownian motion in many equivalent ways. For example, we can choose integral representations with respect to an ordinary Brownian motion.
On one hand, let (W t ) t∈R be two-sided Brownian motion, i.e. W t = W
t , when t ≥ 0 and
−t , when t < 0. Here W (1) , W (2) are independent Brownian motions. Then it holds that
where the Mandelbrot-Van Ness kernel f H is given by
and the constant is given by
On the other hand, fBm can be represented as well on compact interval by
where the Molchan-Golosov kernel z H is given by
and z H (t, s) = 0 otherwise. Here the Gauss' hypergeometric function F of x ∈ R with parameters a, b, c is defined by
where (a) 0 = 0 and (a) k = a · (a + 1) . . . (a + k − 1) for k ∈ N. The constant c H is given by
For H > 1 2 we have the following simplified form of the kernel
Note that we do not need the definition of any two-sided process for the compact interval Molchan-Golosov representation of fBm. For more details on the integral representations of fBm, see for example [5] or [6] .
Lévy processes
Consider now the conventions related to Lévy processes. By the well-known Lévy-Khinchine theorem, the characteristic function of a Lévy process L at time t ≥ 0 can be represented as
where the characteristic exponent Ψ is given by
with γ ∈ R, σ 2 ≥ 0 and ν being a measure concentrated on R\{0} and satisfying
see for instance [7] or [8] . We call (γ, σ 2 , ν) the characteristic triplet of L. From now on we assume that EL 2 1 < ∞ and EL 1 = 0. For simplicity we assume that there is no Gaussian component, i.e. σ 2 = 0. With these assumptions we see that the characteristic function can be written as
as in [9] .
FLp by infinite interval transformation
Fractional Lévy processes by infinite interval transformation were defined for H ∈ ( 1 2 , 1) in [2] . However, the L 2 -definition in [2] can be extended for H ∈ (0, 2) are independent and identically distributed Lévy processes. We say that the characteristic triplet and exponent of L (1) are the characteristic triplet and exponent of L, respectively. 
is the fractional Lévy process by Mandelbrot-Van Ness transformation (fLpMvN), where the stochastic integral is understood as a limit in probability of elementary integrals or in L 2 -sense.
Also the following facts follow from [2] :
• The integral can be understood pathwise if H > 1 2 as an improper Riemann integral.
• The paths of fLpMvN are continuous when H > • Fractional Lévy processes are never self-similar. This is proved for the case H > 1 2 , but the same proof works for the whole range H ∈ (0, 1). In this paper, we contribute to the theory of fLpMvN by proving Theorem 3.9 on quadratic variation of fLpMvN.
FLp as a result of compact interval transformation
The main contribution of this paper is the theory of fractional Lévy processes obtained via compactly supported Molchan-Golosov transformation. Convenient feature of these processes is that we do not need their infinite history.
Definition 3.1 (FLp by Molchan-Golosov transformation)
. Let (L t ) t≥0 be a Lévy process without Gaussian component such that EL 1 = 0 and EL 2 1 < ∞. Let H ∈ (0, 1). We call the stochastic process
fractional Lévy process by Molchan-Golosov transformation (fLpMG to be short).
Here z H is the Molchan-Golosov kernel. The definition is understood as taking the limit in probability of elementary integrals in the sense of [10] or [2] .
Remark 3.1. It is also possible to include Gaussian component by considering a sum of fLpMG driven by pure jump Lévy process and an independent fBm with the same Hurst parameter.
The following theorem is the main result of the paper. It basically states that Brownian motion is the only process with slight moment assumptions such that the both integral transformations give the same process (in distribution).
, 1) and L be a (two-sided) Lévy process with nondegenerate Lévy measure s.t.
The proof of this theorem is presented in section 7. Here it does not matter if the driving Lévy process has Gaussian component or not because the proof is based on the 4th cumulant. In fact one does not need these moment assumptions, if the driving Lévy process happens to be a compound Poisson process. 4. An fLpMG Y can be considered as the L 2 -limit of approximating step functions. Moreover, the following L 2 -isometry holds
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1. of [2] .
Proposition 3.5 (Autocovariance function)
.
where s, t ≥ 0.
Proof. By L 2 -isometry we have that
We use the same argument for the increment (for the L 2 -isometry, see [2] proposition 2.1.). Thus
Besides the L 2 -interpretation, we have also a partial result on the pathwise construction of fLpMG. 
is continuous when s = 0 by [5] . Also its derivative is continuous on (0, t). We get now by Lemma 2.1. of [11] 
The problem with the pathwise construction of fLpMG (when not in compound Poisson case) is that for H > 
The first assertion follows now from the Kolmogorov-Chentsov theorem. See for example [12] . Let now H < 1 2 . We know that in this case the mapping t → z H (t, s) is unbounded and discontinuous for all s ∈ (0, T ). Thus by theorem 4 of [13] we know that the sample paths of Y are unbounded with positive probability and also discontinuous with positive probability.
Remark 3.3. Analogously one can prove that an fLpMvN has unbounded and discontinuous paths with positive probability when H < Besides continuity, the sample paths have also the zero quadratic variation property for H > 1 2 . This is illustrated in the following theorem where we compute the quadratic variation over the dyadic sequence of partitions.
Proof. Set
Now we have that
We obtain using Markov inequality (see e.g. [14] ) that
We use now Borel-Cantelli theorem (see [14] ) and obtain that V n − EV n → 0, as n → ∞ a. s.
On the other hand EV n → n→∞ 0. Thus V n → n→∞ 0 a. s.
Note that the same proof works also in the case of fLpMvN. Thus, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Let X be an fLpMvN with H > 1 2 . Then for −∞ < s < t < ∞ it holds that 
where Ψ is the characteristic exponent of the driving Lévy process L. Moreover, Y t is infinitely divisible for all t ≥ 0.
Proof. This follows, for example, from [10] .
On the other hand, consider set A = {ω ∈ Ω s.t. #{s ∈ [0, 1] s.t. ∆L s = 0} = 1 and #{s ∈ (1, ǫ] s.t. ∆L s = 0} = 0}.
In set A, there is one jump time S ∈ [0, 1] and ∆L S = ±1. It follows that
by proposition 3.6. We also have that
Hence, the increments of fLpMG Y are not stationary.
Theorem 3.12 (Self-similarity). Fractional Lévy process by Molchan-Golosov transformation cannot be self-similar for H ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. Assume that the process Y is self-similar with some index α. Then we have for all c > 0 that
The characteristic function of Y is given by theorem 3.10. On the other hand
Note that α − H + The drift parameter of Y 1 is γ Y1 . It follows from the uniqueness of the generating triplet and self-similarity property that it holds for all b > 0
Denote now β = 
where a = b β . We note that R + → R + : b → b β is one-to-one. Thus, µ follows a stable law with index β. The index β ∈ (0, 2] by definition 13.5. of [8] . By theorem 14.1. of [8] , β = 2 corresponds to Gaussian case and is thus impossible. It follows now that EY 2 t = ∞, which contradicts the fact that Y t ∈ L 2 (Ω, P). Thus, fLpMG can never be self-similar of any order α.
Remark 3.4. In [3] , the authors define fractional subordinators by MolchanGolosov transformation using pathwise Riemann-Stieltjes integration. However, these processes are not fLpMG as considered here, since subordinators are increasing Lévy processes and here we consider only zero mean Lévy processes. Also the integration concept there is different.
Relation of the two fLp concepts
The connection between fractional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov transformation and Mandelbrot-Van Ness transformation is basically the same as in the fBm case. The result in fLp case is new.
Let H ∈ (0, 1) and L be a two-sided Lévy process without Brownian component satisfying EL 1 = 0 and EL 
which is in fact fLpMG with Hurst parameter H. Herẽ
where F is the Gauss' hypergeometric function. Define the time shifted process
. In the fBm case this would also be fBm, but in fLpMG case we do not have the stationarity of the increments and we are lacking such an interpretation. Now we substitute v = u − s and obtain a.s. that
By [15] ,F (0) = 1 and thus we obtain formally as s → ∞ that
Theorem 4.1. For every t ∈ R there exist constants S, C > 0 such that
Proof. We obtain
by L 2 -isometry and independence of increments of L. The claim follows now from the proof of Theorem 3.1. of [15] .
Wiener integration
Here our goal is to define suitable Wiener integrals with respect to fLpMG. In contrary to the case of fLpMvN, we use the fractional integration on a compact interval instead of the whole real line. We will define the space L 
Now it holds by [5] that
. Now we are ready for the definition of Wiener integral. 
Note that the definition is completely analogous to the definition of compact interval Wiener integrals in the fBm setup. Now, let g be a step function, which means that
where a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ R and 0 = s 0 < s
H ([0, T ]) and we have the following result.
Lemma 5.2. Assume H ∈ (0, 1), Y is fLpMG driven by L and g a step function defined by equation (1) . It holds that
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the integral of a step function is linear. We will prove the claim for indicator functions. The general claim follows from the linearity. Set g(s) = 1 (s1,s2] . Now
Obviously the following isometry holds for a step function g
Next we restrict ourselves to the case H ∈ 0, 
Note that the definition does not depend on the approximating sequence.
Financial application
Next we will construct an arbitrage free model including fractional Lévy processes. This is a (geometric) mixed Brownian motion and fractional Lévy process model. The no-arbitrage result is analogous to the result in the case of mixed Brownian motion and fractional Brownian motion.
In the following, Z may be either fLpMG or fLpMvN with H > 1 2 and W is an ordinary Brownian motion independent of Z. Let σ, ǫ > 0. Define the mixed process by
Theorem 6.1. Let the market model be given by (Ω, F , exp U, (F U t ), P) and let Φ be a stopping-smooth trading strategy, where we use the conventions of [17] . Then Φ is not an arbitrage opportunity.
Proof. We will check the assumptions of Theorem 5 of [17] and then we are done. The two conditions to be checked, are the quadratic variation property and the conditional small ball property.
Both fLpMvN and fLpMG are continuous path processes with zero quadratic variation over the dyadic partitions, see Theorems 3.8 and 3.9. Thus U has the quadratic variation of Brownian motion over these partitions.
Moreover, U has conditional full support (CFS) w.r.t. its own filtration by Theorem 3.1 of [18] . Since U has CFS w.r.t. (F U t ) on R, it follows that exp U has CFS w.r.t. (F U t ) on R + . This is equivalent to the conditional small ball property of [17] by Lemma 2.3 of [18] .
The exact definition for stopping-smooth strategies is not given in this paper, because it is rather technical. According to [17] the chosen strategies cover hedges for many European, lookback and Asian options. Thus, it is an economically meaningful class.
This mixed model is a natural way for modeling shocks in financial markets. The Brownian motion part corresponds to the ordinary noise in the market and the fractional Lévy process part to sudden shocks in the market. On the other hand the fractional Lévy process has the covariance structure of fBm, this allows to model for long-range dependence.
The no-arbitrage result holds for both fLp concepts, but from the modeling point of view they are different. If one wants to have stationary increments of U , one should use fLpMvN. If one wants to avoid history from −∞, one should use fLpMG instead. In real world, there is always the time 0 when the trading began. Hence fLpMG might be more natural choice. However, this modeling question is rather delicate.
If in the model (3), Z is of bounded variation, then U is a semimartingale with Brownian motion as the martingale part of the decomposition. However, this model has long-range dependence property.
Proofs
First we prove a lemma about the connection of the normalizing constants of the different integral representations.
Lemma 7.1. For any H ∈ (0, 1)
Proof. First of all by [19] 
Now we have that
For the difference we have now that
The previous computation is for H > H (t, s) ) K ds = ∞,
We note that the factor
K is bounded and also bounded away from zero in some neighborhood of the origin. Thus the last integral is finite if and only if
Thus the integral
Proof. From self-similarity, is sufficient to consider only t = 1. We have that
For the first term we get
By the Lagrange theorem we have that for some x ∈ [0, z]
3 ) and we obtain from previous estimates that
Evidently, α 
On the other hand, for the normalized Mandelbrot-Van Ness kernel we can use the same reasonings as in the proof of Lemma 7.3 and obtain in the above notations that To establish the inequality α Probability that L jumps exactly once on [−1, t) is λ(1 + t)e −λ(1+t) and probability that L does not have jumps on [−1, t) is e −λ(1+t) . Now it is easy to see that P(X t = 0) ≤ λ(1 + t)e −λ(1+t) ∧ e −λ(1+t) < e −λt ≤ P(Y t = 0)
for t > 0 small enough.
